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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Any manmade object in Earth’s orbit that no longer serves a useful purpose is 

classified as orbital debris [1].  Debris objects come from a variety of sources.  The 

majority is related to satellite fragmentation.  Other major sources of debris are 

propulsion systems, and fragmentation of spent upper stages, payload and mission related 

debris.  Since the first major satellite breakup in June 1961, concern about orbital debris 

has been growing.  Knowledge of the future debris environment is important to both 

satellite designers, and mission planners, who need to know what hazards a satellite 

might encounter during the course of its mission.   This document will examine the two 

of the largest sources of uncertainty in orbital debris models. The first part will examine 

the characteristics of the debris generated by a fragmentation process.  The second will 

discuss the modeling of Earth’s upper atmosphere so that the effect of atmospheric drag 

on debris fragments can be better accounted for. 

 In Earth's orbit, there are approximately ten thousand objects that are larger than 

1cm in diameter.   Although encounters with large objects are rare, craft must 

occasionally be steered, on occasion, to avoid collisions with debris [2].  Most of these 

objects are routinely tracked by ground based telescopes and radar.  Smaller objects are 

much more numerous and harder to track.  It is estimated that there are over 10 million 

objects that are 1cm in diameter or smaller in orbit.  It is difficult to detect small debris 

objects from the ground.  Instead information must be obtained though the examination 
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of impacts on orbiting objects, and extrapolation for the larger debris populations. 

Objects between 1mm and 10 cm in size pose the greatest threat to spacecraft.  In this 

range debris is large enough to cause damage, but is still small enough to be difficult to 

track.  On average, a piece of debris may be moving at 7-8 km/second [1].  At these 

speeds, even something the size of a flake of paint can cause damage.  The international 

space station is the most well shielded spacecraft in orbit, and can withstand impacts with 

objects up to approximately 1 cm in size.  However, large exposed surfaces, such as solar 

panels, are very vulnerable to damage, even from objects of 1mm in diameter.  

Additionally, the continuous bombardment from debris contributes to the overall wear 

and tear of orbiting craft.   Heavy shielding is expensive, and is not a viable option for all 

craft.  Therefore, it is important to know how much debris is in orbit, and where it is 

located.  Those who design spacecraft need to know, years in advance, what a craft might 

encounter in orbit so that they can design it with the proper shielding.   

The debris environment is complex and constantly evolving.  Objects of different 

shape and size behave differently in orbit.  Some orbits contain very large numbers of 

objects, while other contain very few.  Therefore a number of models are used to predict 

and characterize debris populations.  The model currently used by NASA is EVOLVE 

[1,3,4].  EVOLVE calculates the actual orbits of debris objects over a long period of 

time.  Parameters such as upper atmospheric drag, and solar wind are included in this 

model.  Additional debris is spawned into the program to simulate the effect of future 

satellite launches.  A fragmentation model is used to determine what type of debris is 

generated.    Predictions from the EVOLVE model are generally made up to 100 years in 
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the future.  Long-range predictions often disagree due to uncertainties in future launch 

rates, solar variations, and debris fragmentation.    

The majority of orbiting debris is related to satellite fragmentation processes.[1]  

Approximately 36% of the debris from this source can be associated with propulsion 

systems, especially upper stages.  The breakup model of EVOLVE 4.0 describes the 

sizes, area to mass ratios, and velocities of breakup fragments empirically.   While these 

models adequately describe large debris objects, there is a large amount of uncertainty for 

ranges where data is lacking.  It is thought that an alternative approach may be beneficial.  

There is a large amount of literature on the fragmentation of materials using various 

different physical approaches.  In particular these techniques have been applied to 

samples such as rocks, eggshells, ceramic plates, soap, stearic, glass plates, rods, spheres, 

and tubes.   However, no attempt has previously been made to apply the results of these 

studies to anything as complicated as the fragmentation of orbital debris.  The 

applicability of these models to orbital debris was examined as part of this study.  

Furthermore, no previous studies have been attempted to simulate Area to mass 

distributions, or velocity distributions in a vacuum. 

Each debris object is affected differently by atmospheric drag.  The drag is 

dependent on density of the medium through which the object is moving.   The Earth's 

upper atmosphere is constantly expanding and contracting.  As the atmosphere heats up, 

it pushes outwards.  This can cause large fluctuations in the density at altitudes above 120 

km.  The largest source of upper atmospheric heating comes from the absorption of solar 

radiation in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) range.  Unfortunately, EUV radiation cannot 
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be detected on the ground, because it is absorbed in the upper atmosphere.  There are 

satellites that can measure EUV radiation in space.  However, these measurements can 

only be taken at altitude in which the satellite is orbiting.  It is difficult to determine how 

much the EUV flux has been attenuated by the atmosphere due to fluctuations in density.  

Therefore, a ready index of EUV radiation is needed.  The emission of EUV radiation is 

very strongly correlated to the emission of radiation with a wavelength of 10.7 cm.  The 

10.7cm flux, F10.7 can be measured on the ground.  For this reason it is routinely tracked 

as an index of EUV radiation.   

In the EVOLVE model, the atmospheric density predictions are made using a 

two-step process.  First, the atmospheric temperature is calculated from experimental 

observations of satellite drag.  This temperature is then fit with observations of the daily 

variation in F10.7 in order to develop an empirical relation between temperature and 

density.  The temperatures are then related back to densities so that the drag on orbiting 

objects can be predicted on a given day.   

The purpose of this study was to investigate the application of the physical and 

mathematical models from other studies to the fragmentation of orbital debris, and to 

examine ways to improve atmospheric density modeling so that the evolution of debris 

orbits could be more accurately modeled.  The motivation for this effort includes reasons 

such as: 

1.  To find alternative methods of modeling satellite fragmentation, that are able 

to fill in the gaps in existing models. 

2.  To investigate the problem using a physical approach. 
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3.  To develop and improved physical understanding of fragmentation processes.   

4.  To universally determine the characteristic sizes, shapes, and velocities of 

satellite fragments. 

5.  To determine a relationship between parameters such as size, area to mass, and 

velocity.  This would serve as an important check of a given model's self-

consistency.  In the current breakup model, these distributions are treated 

separately. 

 6. To examine the use of a direct relation between solar flux and density, 

 7. To search for improvements to existing atmospheric models. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 UPPER ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODELING 

2.1 Solar Flux Variation 

 

 The measured solar flux varies throughout the 11-year solar cycle, and is at a 

maximum during periods of high sunspot activity.    There is more variation in the daily 

flux during periods of high solar activity, than there is during periods of low solar 

activity. 

To examine this variation, a quantity ∆F10.7 was defined. 

 ∆F10.7 = F10.7 - < F10.7>,       (2.1) 

Favg= ∑ 0
81(wi*F10.7cm)                    (2.2) 

 
Wi = exp[-((ti-t0)/τ)

2].                              (2.3) 

 τ = 81 days         (2.4) 

where <F10.7> is the weighted average flux over a period of 3 solar rotations or 81 days. 

There is a bias towards daily flux values that are above the long-term average 

when approaching periods of high solar activity.  On the other hand, there is a small bias 

towards values that fall below the average when approaching periods of low solar 

activity.  (See figures 2.2 and 2.3.)   This is not unexpected.  The largest values of F10.7 

are found at the peak of the solar cycle.  Therefore the long-term average must be below 

these values.    
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Figure 2.1: Daily variations in F10.7, from 1962 until 2002 generated from data obtained 
from NASA’s orbital debris office at Johnson space center. (The solar flux is reported in 
Janskys.  One Jansky is equal to 10-22 W/M2/Hz.) 
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Figure 2.2: F10.7-<F10.7> as a function of time.   
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Figure 2.3: F10.7-<F10.7> vs. Daily measured solar flux, F10.7 
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2.2. Temperature and Density Models 

Four different atmospheric temperature models were compared against one 

another in this study.  The results of this comparison were then used to suggest 

improvements to the current models. 

 There are six major constituents of the upper atmosphere, H, He, O, O2, N2, and 

Ar. Each species behaves differently in the upper atmosphere.  Jacchia derives the 

number density of the individual contributions, of each species, by integrating the 

diffusion equation  [35,40]. 

 d ln(ρ) = d ln(<M>/T) -<M> * g/RT,          (2.5) 

where T is the atmospheric temperature, <M> is the average molecular mass, g is the 

acceleration due to gravity, and R is the universal gas constant. 

 The various contributions are summed to yield a total density as a function of 

temperature and altitude.  The problem with this approach is that it requires knowledge of 

the atmospheric temperature for the day in question.  Therefore, one must somehow 

relate the temperature to the 10.7 cm solar flux.  The proper relationship is obtained by 

calculating a temperature from a measured density.  The temperature is then compared to 

the solar flux for the day in question.  Most commonly, the density is obtained by 

observing satellite drag.  For many applications it is desirable to consider a globally 

averaged temperature.  Jacchia defines a global average temperature, T1/2, as an average 

between two temperatures on opposing sides of the Earth.   
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 There are two sources of EUV radiation.  The first source is highly ionized atoms 

in active, high temperature regions of the sun.  These regions are strongly correlated to 

the daily varying component of the 10.7 cm flux.   The second source of EUV radiation is 

less ionized atoms on the remainder of the solar disk.    This source varies more slowly 

than the active component, and can be correlated with the long-term average solar flux, 

<F10.7>.  The two components affect the atmosphere differently.  Therefore, Jacchia 

models them separately.  Using data from satellite drag, Jacchia obtained the following fit 

for the relationship between temperature and F10.7. 

T1/2 = 5.48 * Favg
.8 + 101.8 * F10.7cm

.4.          (2.6) 

An alternative temperature model was proposed by Badwhar et. al.,[41]   

 T∞ = T0 [1-exp(νF10.7)]           (2.7) 

The parameters ν and T0 are determined by curve fitting to measured temperatures and 

densities.  T∞ is defined as an average global exospheric temperature, and serves the same 

role as T1/2 does in Jacchia's model.  Four different fits to Badwhar's model are presented 

by Hall [34].  The first two were obtained from the drag on the LDEF satellite from 1984 

to 1990.  The latter two were obtained from the drag on 95 satellites that orbited from 

1962 to 2000.  For each set of satellites, two different density models were considered.  

One model treats the Earth as a non-rotating sphere.  The other incorporates oblateness 

and rotation.     
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Table 2.1: Four fits to Badwhar's model performed by Hall [34]. 
 
Model T0(K) ν(Jy-1) 
LDEF Spherical 1314.1 + 35.1 11.16 + .82 
LDEF Oblate 1323.4 + 21.8 10.65 + .30 
95 sat. Spherical 1370 + 22 9.65 + .18 
95 sat. Oblate 1437 + 28 9.57 + .18 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2.4: Temperature vs. F10.7 for three of Hall's models and Jacchia's model.  
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Clearly the four models do not agree in at large solar flux.  The scattering 

predicted by Jacchia’s model is due to the variations in the daily component of the F10.7cm 

solar flux.  When the solar activity is low, the F10.7cm radiation stays near the 81-day 

average.   At the high point of the solar cycle, the variations in F10.7cm can be very large.  

In some cases ∆F10.7cm can be as large as 150*10
4 Jy.  Therefore, the scatter in Jacchia’s 

model increases when the solar activity is at a maximum. There is considerable 

disagreement between the models, especially in the high F10.7cm range.   Jacchia's data was 

obtained during a relatively quiet solar period from 1958 to 1975, and many of the most 

active days are omitted.  During this period, there were very few days with a flux of over 

250Jy.  Therefore, it is likely that Jacchia's model overestimates in this range. 

In order to see how the differences in the models affected the calculated 

atmospheric density, the temperatures from the five models discussed above were 

matched with densities calculated from a direct relation between F10.7 and density 

[36,42].  The daily density is calculated using the following empirical formulas. 

ρ = ρ0 exp [-(h-120)/M(h-103)1/2]      (2.8) 

M = .99 + .518 [(F10.7cm
 + <F>)/110]1/2     (2.9) 

ρ0 = 2.7*10
-11 g/cm3,        (2.10) 

where ρ0 represents the atmospheric density at a height of 120km, and is assumed to be 

constant.   
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Figures 2.5: Plot of the temperatures predicted by Jacchia's model, vs. the densities 
predicted by Pfitzer's model. 

 
Figure 2.6:  Plot of the temperatures predicted by Hall's spherical Earth model, vs. the 
densities predicted by Pfitzer's model. 
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. Both temperature models show that density increases with temperature.  At first 

glance this may seem physically incorrect.  One might guess that thermal expansion 

should lower the density.  However, the upper atmosphere is seen to follow the exact 

opposite trend.  This rise in density is caused by expansion of the atmosphere in the 150 

to 300km range [37].  At low altitudes, the expansion causes very little change in the 

density.  However, the atmosphere as a whole pushes outwards.  As a result, the density 

at higher altitudes increases considerably.  The two models predict very different 

densities for a given temperature.  In many cases the difference can be more than one 

order of magnitude in size. 

Using Pfitzer's model, a plot was made of density as a function of time for the 

period between 1957 and 2003.  One can see that the density variations closely follow the 

11-year fluctuations in F10.7.  Also, one cans see that the density varies more at high 

altitudes than at low altitudes. 
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Figure 2.7: Long term density fluctuations. 
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The ratio of the daily density to the monthly average density was calculated and 

plotted as a function of altitude.  This was done over a large number of months spanning 

from 1963 to 2002.  Below are plots from January 1992 and January 1997.  These, 

represent the high and low points in a solar cycle, respectively.  Each series in represents 

one day of the month.   
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Figure 2.8 Daily density divided by the monthly average density as a function of altitude, 
for a low point in the 11-year sunspot cycle. 
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Figure 2.9. Daily density divided by the monthly average density as a function of altitude, 
for a high point in the 11-year sunspot cycle.  
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Daily variations in F10.7cm determine how far above or below the average the 

density will fall.  The effect of the atmosphere pushing outwards becomes more dominant 

as the altitude increases.  This is why the curves spread out at high altitudes.  

Approaching periods of high activity, the curves tend to spread above the average.  This 

is because the daily F10.7cm flux includes more jumps above the average than below the 

average during periods of high solar activity.  Approaching a low point in the solar cycle 

can generate a spread in the data that is sometimes skewed slightly below the average.  

However, because large jumps in flux are less common during low activity periods, a bias 

below average is rare.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 FRAGMENTATION MODELING 

3.1. Theoretical Background and Literature Review 

 

Fragmentation processes are common in nature.  They can be observed over a 

wide range of scales from the breakup of atomic nuclei to the big bang.   Only processes 

that involve instantaneous mechanical fragmentation were considered in this study.  

These are processes that involve breaking of an object by an instantaneous, or nearly 

instantaneous impulsive force.  Explosion and collisions fall into this category.  These 

types of processes have been studied extensively in both solids and liquids for many 

years.   However, none of the results of these studies have previously been applied to 

satellite fragmentation.  The applicability of these studies to orbital debris will be argued 

here. 

The size of a debris fragment is defined using a characteristic length, Lc [3,32 

,33].  This is the average of the length, width and height of the debris object.  The Lc 

distribution is not continuous.  Instead, a cumulative distribution is defined in equation 

(3.1) [3,32,33]. The number of fragments of a given size or larger is N(Lc), and A and B 

are constants.  

N(Lc)= A*Lc
-B.        (3.1)  

Separate constants are required for collisions and explosions, and also for rocket bodies, 

and satellites.  A large size cutoff is defined based on the size of the object that is being 

fragmented. 
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In order to determine how the debris behaves in orbit, the object’s area to mass 

ratio must be known.  The area is defined as the average cross section of the object.  A 

large number of studies were undertaken to find the best way to represent this quantity.  

Because an object can have many shapes, an average shape is defined that most closely 

approximates the largest number of shapes.  This allows one to represent the area of an 

object in terms of Lc such that, 

A=0.540424*Lc
2  where Lc<= 0.00167m,    (3.2) 

A=0.556945*Lc
2.004707 where Lc >= 0.00167m.    (3.3) 

The EVOLVE model treats the A/M distribution as a fit to a linear combination of two 

lognormal functions 

            D=N1+N2,         (3.4) 

 Nx=[1/(2πσx)] * exp[-(χx-µx)
2/2σx

2].      (3.5) 

 χx= Log10(A/M).         (3.6) 

The parameters µ and σ vary as functions of Log10(Lc). These are obtained empirically by 

fitting known satellite breakup data to this function.   

In order to predict the spreading of a debris cloud, there needs to be some 

information on the velocities imparted to debris fragments during the breakup process.  

The velocity distribution used by EVOLVE is described using a single lognormal 

function similar to the one for the A/M distribution.  

D=[1/(2πσ)] * exp[-(υ-µ)2/2σ2]      (3.7) 

υ = Log10(V),         (3.8) 
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where V is the fragment velocity.  Here, µ, and σ scale as linear functions of A/M.   

The fragment mass is directly related to its size.  It is much easier to work with 

the mass distribution of the fragments than it is to work with size and area distributions.  

The fragment distribution, n(m) describes the number of fragments as a function of mass.  

This distribution is non-continuous.  It is difficult to mathematically fit a non-continuous 

distribution.  Instead, a cumulative distribution is defined. 

f(m) = ∫n(m) dm        (3.9) 

Generally the integral is evaluated by summing fragments from large to small mass.  

Some of the early models used by NASA considered the mass distribution.[3,32,33]  

However, the size distribution is a much more useful parameter when determining the 

atmospheric drag on debris objects.  The current EVOLVE model does not include any 

treatment of the mass distribution.  Because the mass distribution is more convenient than 

the size distribution, it may be useful to find a conversion between the mass and size 

distributions.   

There is a large amount of literature on the fragmentation of materials using 

various different physical approaches.  In particular these techniques have been applied to 

samples such as rocks, eggshells, ceramic plates, soap, stearic, glass plates, rods, spheres, 

and tubes [5-11,26].  Many similarities can be seen between the mass distributions from 

all of these processes.  Although there are many mathematical models that attempt to 

describe the similarities, the mechanisms involved in the breaking process are not well 

understood.   As a result, the models do not all agree in all ranges. 
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In 1961, Gilwarry and Bergstrom examined the impact fragmentation of glass 

spheres.  A power law distribution with an exponent of –2/3 was observed for the 

cumulative mass distribution [5,23].  Moore, et al. also reported a power law distribution 

for the collision between two stones. However, this time the distribution had an exponent 

of -1.68 [6].  Clearly, the exponent is not universal for all systems.   

There is experimental evidence that the shape of the distribution changes with 

energy.  Ishji and Matsushita dropped thin glass rods from various heights.  When the 

cumulative mass distribution was plotted on a log scale.   At low energy, the distribution 

had three regions [7].  Similar behavior was observed by Katsuragi, et al. for glass tubes 

fragmented by impact with a heavy object that was dropped from various heights.[8]  For 

large masses, there was a rapid decline in the number of fragments.  For intermediate 

masses, there was a power law region with an exponent near zero.  In the small mass 

region, the number of fragments increased very rapidly.  (See figure 3.1.)   

 

Figure 3.1: A Schematic Representation of the cumulative three-region distribution 
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Experiments on the fragmentation of gypsum, soap, stearic, and other materials 

gave different fragment distributions for objects of different shape [9,10].  The slopes of 

the three regions do not appear to depend strongly on the material being fragmented.  

However, Melbom and Balslev reported fragment distributions that were dependent on 

shape for clay plates dropped from a given height.  Again a distribution with three 

regions was seen.  A power law was used to describe each region.  Melbom and Balslev 

attributed the intermediate and small mass regions to fragments larger than the plate’s 

thickness, and fragments smaller than the plate’s thickness respectively [11].  

 The statistics of the breaking phenomenon are best understood for the one- 

dimensional line. This problem was first considered by Lienau [12].  Consider a line that 

is allowed to break into two pieces at any point along its length.  It is possible that the 

line might break identically in half.  However, it is much more likely that the line will 

break into a large piece, and a small piece.  If multiple fracture points are spread along an 

infinite line, the number of points, n, found in a segment of length, L, is given by the 

Poissan distribution. [13] 

 P = (N0L)
n
 exp(-N0L/n!).       (3.11) 

The average number of points found in a given segment is N0.  In order to obtain the 

probability of finding a fragment of a given size, dP1 one must first calculate the 

probability of finding a single fracture in a length dL.   

 dP1 = N0 exp(-N0L) dL       (3.12) 

From this, one can calculate the probability of finding a fracture per unit length, dP1/dL 

 dP1/dL = N0exp(-N0L)       (3.13) 
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The probability as a function of the fragment length is   

 P(L) = ∫
l

∞

(dP1/dL) dL         (3.14) 

 P(L) = exp(-N0L)        (3.15) 

Therefore the cumulative fragment number as a function of length becomes 

 N(L) = N0exp(-N0L)        (3.16) 

One can also derive a fragment size distribution for a finite line.  Following a similar 

statistical argument, a Binomial distribution, equation (17), is obtained. 

 N(l) = N0(1-L/L0)
N0L.        (3.17) 

The statistics for a 1-dimensional line are very robust and well supported by experiment.   

Mott, and other authors expanded upon the work of Lienau to derive laws for 2 

and 3-dimensional fragmentation.  However, area and volume statistics can be derived in 

many ways.  Therefore not all the models are in complete agreement.  Most predict 

exponential mass distributions that are of the Mott form where the exponent λ is either 1, 

½, or 1/3 for one, two, or three-dimensional systems, respectively.[13] 

n(m) ~ N0exp(-am
λ).        (3.18) 

Lienau later introduced the idea of statistically inhomogeneous fragmentation.  

Here, the fracture points are not randomly distributed.  Instead, they may distribute 

differently in different regions of the fragmented object.  After several simulations 

involving inhomogeneous area fragmentation, Grady and Kipp concluded that a sum of 

several Mott distributions could be used. 

n(m) = ∑ Niexp(-aim
λ).       (3.19) 
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They also suggested that this sum could be evaluated using the method of Poissan 

mixtures [13]. 

Dider Sornette discusses a slightly different approach towards fragmentation in a 

book on critical phenomena [20].  For a homogenous fragmentation process, Sornette 

predicts that because of the large deviations in the fragment sizes, the center of the 

resulting distribution is lognormal in shape. At small masses the distribution will have a 

tail that is of the Mott form.   For an inhomogeneous fragmentation process, the resulting 

distribution is the sum of many distributions.  When summed, the lognormal portions 

remain lognormal.  However, the tails yield a power law with an arbitrary exponent γ.   

 n(m) ~ m-γ
         (3.20) 

There is experimental evidence from the crushing of rocks, that the exponent γ is 

dependent on the peak fragment size.[16]  In these experiments, the fragments were seen 

to follow a power law distribution for small masses, and a lognormal distribution for 

intermediate and large masses.   

 Instead of allowing the object to break into pieces of arbitrary size, the pieces are 

now only allowed to split into equal halves.  In this model, only a fraction of the 

fragments break.  Those that do are allowed to continue to fragment further.  This type of 

process leads to a distribution for large masses of the form 

 n(m) = m-2exp(am-λ)         (3.21) 

Here, a and λ are arbitrary parameters.  For small masses, the distribution is predicted to 

be either lognormal, or power law depending on whether or not there is a small mass 

cutoff.   
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All of the mathematical models yield distributions of similar form.  However, 

they differ slightly in the details.  Additionally, they cannot predict how values of a and λ 

will scale with various parameters such as material, energy, shape and size.  Experiments 

seem to suggest that these parameters may not scale universally.  Because of this, it is 

unknown where one region begins and ends in each model.  In any given process the 

transition region may be very large.   

Because of the limitations of statistical approaches, many researchers are using 

simulations to investigate the observed fragment distributions.  One of the oldest 

simulation methods was based on percolation theory.  Percolation approaches were 

extensively studied as a means of predicting nuclear fragmentation [15,17,18].  A nucleus 

can be described as a lattice of points connected by bonds. Each bond is assigned a 

probability of breaking.  The bonds are then broken by Monte-Carlo Simulations [19].  

Percolation theory predicts that fragmentation is initiated by the production of micro-

cracks, in other words, broken bonds [20].  As the simulation time is increased, more 

bonds break, and the density of broken bonds increases.  There is a critical point at which 

the density of cracks becomes large enough that the object breaks into two or more 

pieces.  This method does successfully predict a transition from a three-region 

distribution to a power law as energy is increased.  However, it does not entirely agree 

with experiment.  Katsuragi et. al. reported a critical point for fragmentation [8].  Glass 

tubes will not fragment if the impact energy is too low.  However, at the instant the 

energy became high enough to initiate a single crack, the tube fragmented into several 

pieces.   This is in contradiction to the micro-cracking required in percolation theory.  
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Also, fragments can collide during the fragmentation process.  This is not taken into 

account by percolation theory, nor are complicated processes like crack branching.   

 Crack branching approaches numerically simulate the fractal growth of cracks 

through a material.  As with the percolation approach, a three-dimensional material is 

constructed out of masses placed along a lattice of points.  In most models, the masses are 

simply connected by bonds.   Cracking is initiated at one end of the object.  There is a 

probability that the bonds between masses at the tip of the crack will break.  This allows 

cracks to branch out through the solid in a fractal manner.  If the cracks propagate across 

the entire object, it will fragment [21].  Crack branching and crack merging processes 

lead to a non-cumulative distribution that follows Poissan statistics.  This treatment yields 

a power law with a large mass cutoff that is lognormal in shape.  It is shown that the 

exponent of the power law region, and the parameters of the log-normal region are non-

universal [22].   

Alternatively, the bonds can be replaced by springs.  If a force is applied at one 

end of the object, a shock wave passes though it.  As the wave propagates, some of the 

springs break, and cracks form.  This results in fragmentation of the object.  This method 

predicts a three-region distribution.  In addition, the shape of the distribution is shown to 

be dependent on the shape of the object.  In figure 2, the fragment distribution is plotted 

for objects of varying shape.  In the plot, the parameter, b, represents the length of the 

shortest side. 
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Figure 3.2: The Shape Dependence of the Cumulative Mass Distribution as Predicted by 
the Splitting Model [23]. 

 

The distribution appears to follow the cumulative form of the lognormal function 

with a power-law tail.  One can see that there are three different regions.  The point, mt 

appears to be roughly proportional to the cube of the smallest dimension of the object.  

The product of the length of the smallest side with the length of the side along which the 

propagated shock wave travels was proportional to the cutoff for large mass, mc.  On the 

right, are the simulated distributions of the fragmentation of a three dimensional object.  

The parameter b is the length of the shortest side.  One can see that as b increases, the 

maximum fragment size cutoff occurs at larger mass.  At the same time, the intermediate 

region becomes shorter, and the small mass region becomes larger.  However, the slope 

does not appear to change.  One can clearly see a transition from a shape with three 

regions to a power law shape as b increases.   
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So far, molecular dynamics methods have been the most successful approaches 

for predicting the non-universal scaling seen in fragmentation processes.  The basic 

molecular dynamics simulation defines an object as a collection of particles, in a manner 

similar to crack branching and percolation theory.  The particles are bound by a given 

potential.  All the interactions between the particles are simulated using Newton’s 

kinematic equations.   

Already, molecular dynamics simulations have been used to investigate the 

fragmentation of liquid helium jets [24,25], and the fragmentation of eggshells [26].  

Holian and Grady fit the non-cumulative distributions to a bimodal distribution in the 

small mass range [25]. 

n(m) = exp(-m/mo)       (3.22) 

Where m0 is the average fragment mass.  Holian and Grady explain this exponential 

shape as a result of maximizing the number of ways a random collection of fragments can 

be distributed using an approach similar to the derivation of the Boltzmann distribution.  

Essentially this is identical to the one dimensional Mott distribution.   

At small masses, Diehl et al. suggests a lognormal function to fit the simulated 

non-cumulative distribution.  For the cumulative distribution, an exponential cutoff is 

proposed for large mass, and a power law for intermediate masses [27,28].  This model 

seems to support the model discussed by Sornette.  Further simulations performed by 

Diehl et al. give cumulative distributions, for large mass, that were, instead, fitted to a 

function of the form, [29] 

  F(m) = m-a *exp((-m/M0)
λ).       (3.23)  
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This type of a distribution is more analogous to that proposed by the splitting model, but 

fits a larger range of shapes.   If the constant, a, is equal to one, then this becomes the 

Mott distribution.   Diehl's simulations suggest that the constants λ, a, and M0 are not 

dependent on the material used.  Instead the distributions depend strongly on the shape, 

and configuration of the object being fragmented. 

 

3.2. Method of Investigation 

A molecular dynamics approach was used to simulate the explosive fragmentation 

of a solid, homogeneous object.   It is very difficult to study configuration dependent 

parameters such as system shape and size.  This is because these parameters may not 

scale the same way from system to system.  Instead, simulations were used to investigate 

the functional forms that might be generated by the fragmentation process for mass, 

characteristic length, A/M, and velocity, in any arbitrary system.  This was done in order 

to determine what functions could be used to fit experimental satellite fragmentation data.  

The second purpose was to determine how the various distributions scaled with energy.   

Increasing or decreasing energy does not change the initial configuration of the system 

thus the energy dependence of any given system should scale in a similar manner.   

In each simulation, an object was built of spherical particles.  One could simulate 

objects containing non-spherical particles by using rigid body dynamics.  However, this 

would be too computationally intensive to be feasible for fragmentation processes, 

because of the large numbers of particles required to generate any reasonable statistics.   
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The particles are bound together by a potential.  A Lennard-Jones potential is used 

in many simulations because it is able to approximate molecular binding in a 

computationally efficient manner.  However, the potential can often adapted to fit the 

needs of the system in question.  In this study, a L-J potential was used for all simulations 

so that comparisons could be made with the work done by Diehl, Holian, and Grady.  The 

L-J potential is not realistic for simulating macroscopic systems.  Therefore, these 

simulations will not properly represent satellite fragmentation.  Instead, the goal of this 

study was to simulate an arbitrary fragmentation process and search for behaviors that are 

likely for most fragmentation processes.  It may be possible to represent a satellite in an 

average manner by properly choosing the binding potential between particles.  However, 

at this time it is still unclear how this might be done.  The Lennard-Jones potential is 

defined as  

            U=4ε*(-σ6/r6+σ12/r12)        (3.24) 

This is a very rough representation of atomic bonding.  Even a square well would 

be more realistic.  However, other binding potentials are computationally much slower, 

and may be unfeasible for fragmentation processes. 

 The force between particles is derived from the potential. 

Fr=dU/dr = 4ε*(-6σ
6/r7+12σ12/r13)       (3.25) 

The first term corresponds to a long-range attractive force, while the second term 

corresponds to a short-range repulsion.  The scaled Lennard-Jones length is represented 

by σ, while the scaled energy is denoted by ε.  These parameters can be found from a 

variety of sources, but are only known for a small number of materials.   
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The motion of the particles is broken into finite time steps.  If too large of a time 

step is used, energy will not be conserved.  This is because the force on each particle is 

not constant.  The further the particle moves, the greater the error in its calculated force.  

This will lead to a gradual increase in the particle energy as the simulation progresses.  

Furthermore, if the time steps are too large, bizarre results can occur.  For example, if two 

particles are moving towards one another, they encounter the strong repulsive potential at 

the core of the atom, and receive a huge (nearly infinite) repulsive force.  This causes the 

particles to fly apart at absurdly large velocities.  When this happens, they may encounter 

other particles before they escape the object, and transfer velocity to them.  Thus, such 

problems can spread to the entire object.   The required time step size depends on how 

rapidly the forces seen the by particles vary.  If the simulation generates large particle 

velocities, then smaller time steps are required.  Smaller time steps are also required as 

the potential well that binds the particles becomes narrower.  Therefore, it is difficult to 

predict the required time step size.  Some experimentation is usually required to find an 

ideal value.   

Generally time step sizes are on the order of 1x10-15 seconds or smaller.  This 

means that in order to have a reasonable amount of time for the system to fragment, a 

very large number of time steps are needed.  It is possible to observe fragmentation 

behavior on some systems with only 15000 time steps.  For some systems, the particles 

may not have time to fully separate from one another with only 15000 time steps.   When 

this happens, the fragment distributions are functionally similar to those obtained when 

the system has fragmented fully.  However, they are skewed towards large fragments.  By 
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experiment it was found that anything above 100000 time steps seems to be adequate for 

most systems.  As a general rule for this study, the system was allowed to expand to at 

least five times its initial size to insure that all of the fragments were well separated.   

The program used in this study was written using the G77 FORTRAN compiler.  

A method very similar to that outlined by D.C. Rapaport is followed [30].  In order to cut 

down on processing times, a neighbor list approach was used.  In this approach, each 

particle is given a list of all neighboring particles within a given cutoff radius.  

Interactions between particles outside this radius are not considered.  Typically, a cutoff 

radius of 2.5σ or 3σ is used, where σ is the scaled Lennard-Jones length.   Particles that 

move beyond the cutoff radius are removed from the neighbor list.  The particles that 

remain in the neighbor list, when the simulation is completed, are considered to belong to 

the same fragment.    The full neighbor list must be periodically rebuilt because particles 

that were not previously neighbors can become neighbors.  Building this list is extremely 

time consuming.  Therefore, it is done as infrequently as possible.   

A version of the program used is attached as an appendix at the end of this 

document.  Below is an outline of the program’s basic structure. 

1. Variable Definitions 

2. Define all relevant constants 

3. Build the object to be fragmented as an array of particles. 

4. Randomize the system. 

5. Evolve the system in time. (Loop over time steps of dt) 

a.   Build a list of all neighboring particles. (This is not done every time step.) 
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a. For each time step find what particles are still connected. 

b. If the particles are connected, calculate the acceleration between them. 

c. Calculate the new particle positions and velocities. 

6. Build fragments from the lists of connected neighbors. 

a. A list is made of a particle’s neighbor, and its next nearest neighbors, and 

third nearest neighbors and so on until all connected particles are listed. 

b. This list defines a fragment.   

c. All particles in the list are assigned a fragment number. 

d. A velocity is assigned to each fragment that is the average of the x, y, and 

z velocities for all the particles in the fragment.  From this a radial velocity 

is defined. 

7. Output the particle positions, and corresponding fragment number, and the 

fragment velocities. 

Because such small time steps are required, it is best to do as few calculations as 

possible during each time step.  Therefore, several time saving calculations are required. 

The acceleration on each particle is obtained by dividing equation (3.23) by the particle 

mass.  For computational reasons, half the change in velocity is calculated directly from 

the force.  This can be done as long as the size of each time-step is constant.   

            ½*∆vr= (Fr/m)*.5*∆t        (3.26) 

One can find the velocity in the x, y, and z direction by taking sines and cosines of the 

radial velocity. However, this is computationally inefficient.  Instead, the components are 

defined as 
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½*∆vr/r =  (A/r
8+B/r14)       (3.27) 

            ½*∆vz = (vr/r) * z        (3.28) 

½*∆vx = (vr/r) * x        (3.29) 

½*∆vy = (vr/r) * y         (3.30) 

where,  

A= (-12ε*σ6*∆t)/m        (3.31) 

B= (-24ε*σ12*∆t)/m.        (3.32) 

With these quantities known, the particles are allowed to move following ordinary 

Newtonian kinematics; 

x(t+1)=x(t) + vx(t)*∆t + ½∆vx(t)*∆t,      (3.33) 

vx(t+1)=vx(t) + 2*(½∆v(t)).       (3.34) 

Once the simulation is complete, the particles are assigned to fragments.  Then, 

the program builds a list of all particles in the fragment.  The algorithm works as follows: 

1.  Loop over each particle, starting with particle 1. 

2. If the current particle has not been assigned to a fragment, add it to the current 

fragment's particle list, and flag it as belonging to the current fragment number.   

4.  Begin looping over the current fragment's particle list. 

5.  Get the neighbors of the current particle in the current fragment list, from the 

neighbor list.   

6.  If the particle is not already assigned to a fragment, append it to the end of the 

current fragment's list, and flag it as belonging to the current fragment. 
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7.  Keep looping until reaching the end of the current fragment's list. When this 

happens, the fragment is complete. 

8.  Start building the next fragment by considering the next unassigned particle.    

9. In order to avoid working with large, variable sized arrays, the fragment list is 

not saved.  Instead, the particles are saved with tags stating what fragment they 

belong to.  The fragment's particle list is cleared so that it can be reused for the 

next fragment.   

11.  When there are no more particles, then this routine ends. 

This method of fragment building is extremely effective, and fast.  This routine will 

detect any interconnected particles no matter how they are arranged in the neighbor lists.  

The first sets of data were run using a 8000 particle system.  However, a single 

40000-particle run is able to generate much cleaner statistics than the sum of 5 runs with 

8000 particles.  In order to accommodate larger numbers of particles, several changes had 

to be made to the molecular dynamics program.  While the method described so far is 

simple and effective, it is too slow to handle such a large system.  Instead a velocity 

Verlet scheme can improve the accuracy of the simulation, and allow for larger time steps 

to be used.   The old algorithm generates the current velocity from the acceleration 

calculated in the previous time step.  The Verlet scheme averages the velocity from the 

previous time step, and the following time step by calculating, 

vx(t) = ½*vx(t-½) + ½∆vx(t)       (3.35) 

x(t+1) = x(t) + vx(t)*∆t + ½∆vx(t)*∆t      (3.36) 

vx(t+½ ) = v(t) +  ½∆v(t)              (3.37) 
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The implementation of the Velocity-Verlet scheme works as follows: 

1. First calculate ½∆v(t). 

2. Next calculate v(t). 

3. Move the particles. 

4. Finally calculate v(t+½). 

5. v(t+½) becomes v(t-½) for the next time step. 

There are two disadvantages to this method.  First, there is no v(t -½) on the first 

time step.  Instead, v(t-½) is initially considered to be zero.  This is an acceptable 

assumption because the initial system is randomized anyway.  Second, on the last time 

step there is no v(t+½).  By this time, it is unlikely that any fragments are accelerating.  

Any error introduced in the particle velocities averages out when the fragment velocities 

are calculated.  Thus, a half time step offset does not create any significant error in the 

proper particle positions, or velocities.  Therefore these drawbacks do not introduce any 

additional error. 

Several test runs were conducted with varying inter-particle cutoff radii.  It was 

found that the mass distributions are slightly effected by the cutoff radius.  Holian and 

Grady observed similar behavior in their simulations of liquid Helium jets [25].  There 

are three reasons for this.  First, the cutoff radius determines what is considered a 

fragment.  Generally, fragments are well separated after the explosion.  Therefore, 

modifying the cutoff radius should not have much of an effect for this reason.  Second, 

altering the cutoff radius slightly modifies the binding energy between particles.  

However, the binding energy only changes by a few percent.  Finally, the cutoff slightly 
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modifies the shape of the potential seen by each particle.   It is currently unknown how 

large of an effect the cutoff radius has on final distribution, or what cutoff radius should 

be used.  Typically a cutoff of 2.5σ or 3σ is used throughout the literature.     

The first successful simulations run by this program were of a microscopic 

aluminum cube.  The material used was an arbitrary decision.  Originally, the idea was to 

start with a material similar that that found in satellites.  Though, at microscopic sizes, 

this system will hardly resemble a macroscopic system.  These parameters were retained 

for all simulations, because the time step size required to perform the simulations was 

known.  Throughout the study, the material was treated as an arbitrary substance where 

the particles comprising the object were tightly bound.  The Lennard - Jones constants for 

aluminum can be found in table 3.1 [31]. 

Fragmentation was initiated by placing a linear velocity gradient across the 

particles.  The gradient was highest on the outside of the object, and zero for the 

innermost atom(s).  A linear gradient will fragment the object in a statistically 

inhomogeneous way.  However, there are more realistic ways to generate explosions.  

Generally explosions begin with some force pushing outwards, thus these initial 

conditions may not be entirely realistic.   Instead this type of a fragmentation process 

would more closely resemble an object that is being stretched until it breaks. As a result 

some anomalies are seen in the size and velocity distributions.  These will be discussed 

later.  The problem with defining a velocity gradient with the maximum values on the 

inside is that a much smaller number of particles are given large velocities.  As a result, 

the maximum velocity a particle is given must be higher.  Higher velocities mean that 
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smaller time steps must be used.  Because of this, the less realistic case of a gradient with 

the maximum velocities on the outermost particles was used. 

An attempt was made to see if the system behaves differently with the direction of 

the gradient reversed.  When this is done, the energies of the system are lowest on the 

outside of the object.  There are several difficulties associated with doing this.  There are 

a smaller fraction of particles at the highest velocities, than there would be with original 

velocity gradient.  This means higher maximum velocities must be used to fragment the 

system.  Higher velocities require smaller time steps and more frequent rebuilding of the 

neighbor list.  As a result, no tests using a reversed gradient were successfully completed 

due to time constraints and technical difficulties.  All this being said, a reversed gradient 

may not be any more realistic than the current method.  A much more realistic explosion 

could be generated by creating a solid box of particles, and filling it with a high 

temperature gas.  This type of approach would be a good topic for further study. 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1. 8000-Particle Simulations 

The first sets of simulations were run on objects containing 8000 particles.  These 

simulations were conducted prior to the implementation of a velocity Verlet scheme. The 

aluminum atoms were placed along a 20x20x20 cubic lattice, and given a slight random 

displacement of approximately 1 percent of their equilibrium positions.  The equilibrium 

separation distance between atoms is approximately, 

d=σ*21/6.         (38) 
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After the particle positions are randomized, the system is time evolved for 20000 

time steps.  This results in a sizable randomization of the initial particle positions.  This 

randomization step can be omitted.  However, the atoms in a real object will not be 

perfectly arranged.  Also, any biases created by floating point errors, or the use of finite 

time steps will be much smaller than the level of noise created by the randomization.  

Therefore this randomization is beneficial.   

 
 

Table 3.1: Molecular Dynamics Simulation Parameters 
∆t = .48*10-16 seconds 
#of time steps = 300000                     

#of particles 8000 

σ = 2.85 angstroms 
ε = 3204 gram*angstroms2/second2 =.20ev  
Cutoff radius = 2.16* σ 
Particle mass = 4.48d-23 grams 
 

 

The velocity placed on the outermost particles, Vmax, was used to define the initial 

energy imparted to the system.  Five simulations were run for each value of Vmax.  The 

five distributions generated for each Vmax were summed to smooth out noise from run to 

run.  A total of fourteen values of Vmax were tested ranging from 1750 m/s to 5000m/s in 

steps of 250m/s.  Velocities below approximately 1750 m/s did not initiate fragmentation.  

Velocities above 5000 m/s required a change in time step size to complete.  Therefore, in 

order to keep the data consistent, no trials were conducted at higher velocity.   Some of 

the data for the 2250m/s trial was lost.  Therefore this trial has been omitted.  Figure 3 

depicts the projection of the three dimensional object onto a two dimensional plane.  The 
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first shows the aluminum cube before the explosion.  The following two plots are of the 

aftermath of the lowest and highest energy explosions.   

 

Figure 3.3: Aluminum Cube Before Explosion. 

 

 Figure 3.4 a,b: aluminum cubes after explosion 
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There appears to be a region of higher density near the outermost regions of the 

explosion.  The fragments in this region tend to be larger than the fragments near the 

center of the explosion.  These large fragments are responsible for carrying away most of 

the energy of the explosion. The inner fragments are pieces left behind when the large 

fragments broke apart.  The outermost region contains a lot of dust, small one to two 

particle fragments.  Given that these particles are the furthest out, they are likely to have 

the largest radial velocities.   It is difficult to tell how these particles obtained such large 

velocities.  Collisions between fragments are one possibility.  However, this is unlikely.  

It is more likely that they are generated at the breaking point between two fragments.  

When fragments break, the interaction at the fracture point is very complex.  There are 

vibrations, atoms get pulled apart in some places, and compressed together in others.  The 

particles nearest the fracture point are imparted larger energies than any other particles in 

the system, because they are being pulled away from their equilibrium positions during 

the breaking process.  As a result, they end up with a slightly larger amount of energy 

than was imparted to break the object.   

Non-cumulative and cumulative mass distributions were generated for each trial.  

The cumulative distributions are presented below.  Each curve represents the sum of five 

trials at a specific energy.  Each trial generated roughly 1500 to 2000 fragments.  

Therefore, each curve contains up to 10000 fragments.  The non-cumulative distributions 

become noisier as the energy decreases. Therefore, the non-cumulative distribution is 

presented only for the highest energy trial.   
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Figures 3.5 (a):  Cumulative Mass Distributions For Explosion Fragments, where Vmax = 
1750-2750 m/s. 
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Figures 3.5 (b):  Cumulative Mass Distributions For Explosion Fragments, where Vmax = 
3000-3750 m/s. 
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Figure 3.5(c): Cumulative Mass Distributions For Explosion Fragments, where Vmax = 
4000-5000 m/s. 
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 As the energy increased, the large mass cutoff shifts towards smaller masses.  

This is expected, because a more energetic explosion should generate smaller fragments 

because there is more energy available to break the fragments into smaller pieces. At the 

same time, the transition from the large mass region to the power law region becomes 

more rounded in shape.  These two features cause the width of the power law region to 

decrease rapidly with increasing energy.  At high enough energy, the intermediate power 

law region may vanish.  This is in contradiction to the work of Diehl et al, where it was 

claimed that a power law region exists for all fragmentation processes [27,29]. On the 

other hand, the amount of change in the shape of the distribution becomes smaller as the 

energy increases.  This suggests that there may be a point at which energy can no longer 

be dissipated by breaking.  Depending on the system, this could result in the preservation 

of the intermediate power law range.   

It is likely that the upturn at small mass is strongly affected by the finite particle 

size of the system.  Particles tend to pile up in the small mass range because they cannot 

break any further.  Several data sets were taken where the small mass region begins at 

larger masses than seen in the data presented here. This suggests that there may still be an 

upturn even if the minimum particle size is not finite.  Such a prediction is verified in the 

splitting model.  In the literature, the non-cumulative distribution has been to sometimes 

follow a power law, and other times, a more sharply varying Mott, or lognormal form, in 

the small mass range.   
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Fits to the cumulative distributions were attempted with several trial functions.    

No attempt was made to fit the non-cumulative distributions, because they are not 

continuous.    Some care must be taken when fitting the mass distribution data.  It is 

difficult to fit fragmentation data using a typical least squares fitting program.  This is 

because the data varies over several orders of magnitude.  As a result a least squares fit 

will try to give the best match to the regions with large numbers of fragments, and will 

totally ignore the regions with small numbers of fragments.  Better results can be 

obtained by calculating the best fit from the logs of the function.   

It was found that many of the theoretical models predicted in previous studies 

were able to fit the data at least within some range.  However, none of the models fit all 

of the data.  Molecular dynamics fragmentation is statistically inhomogeneous.  This 

means that the resulting distribution is the sum of many different distributions.  In order 

to explore this, three region distributions were generated from many of earlier theories, 

using random parameters.  These distributions were summed to obtain a total distribution.  

A three-region shape was generated from a pair of Mott distributions.  One Mott 

distribution was used to model small mass behavior.  The other was used to model large 

mass behavior.   When many distributions of this type were summed, a three-region 

distribution still remained.  However, the resulting distribution could not be fit by Mott 

distributions.  Instead, the best representation of the sum was found to be of similar form 

to the Mott distribution, but with a power law mass term in front of the exponential, 

instead of a constant mass term. 

            F(m) = N1(m)+N2(m),       (3.40) 
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 Nx(m)= αma *exp((bm)λ),                  (3.41) 

where, a, ρ, b and λ are arbitrary constants.  

The parameters to fit the cumulative mass distribution from the lowest energy 

8000-particle run are presented in Table 3.2.  A plot of the fit to this distribution is 

presented in figure 3.6. 

 

Table 3.2: Parameters used to fit the lowest energy (Vmax=1750), 8000-particle 
cumulative mass distribution. 
 α a b λ 

Large mass 4.44*103 2.3195 -5.55 .20617 

Small Mass 2.3*102 -.10252 2.6956 -2.5515 
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Figure 3.6: The cumulative mass distribution from the lowest energy 8000 particle 
simulation (Vmax = 1750 m/s).  This distribution has been fit to a Mott-like distribution 
(equation 3.41). 
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 Characteristic size distributions were generated from an average of the length, 

width, and height of each fragment.  Each fragment dimension was defined as the 

difference between the largest particle and smallest particle positions in x, y, and z.  A 

single particle diameter is added to the characteristic length to incorporate a finite particle 

size.  The particle diameter is defined as the equilibrium interaction distance between two 

particles.  The cumulative Lc distribution has a very similar shape to the mass 

distribution.   
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Figure 3.7 (a): Cumulative Characteristic Size Distribution for Explosion Fragments with 
Vmax =1750-2750 m/s. 
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Figure 3.7 (b): Cumulative Characteristic Size Distribution for Explosion Fragments with 
Vmax =3000-3750 m/s. 
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Figure 3.7 (c): Cumulative Characteristic Size Distribution for Explosion Fragments with 
Vmax =4000-5000 m/s. 
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 In these plots, an anomaly is seen. The characteristic length can sometimes be 

longer than the original object.  This is because the material is able to stretch like a piece 

of taffy.  For a macroscopic object, this stretching would be very unrealistic.  However, 

when only a few atoms are involved, stretching is very easy.  With larger sized objects, 

the stretching is not so pronounced, because the movement and rearrangement of many 

more atoms is required.  Instead, it is much easier for a large object to break, or the 

energy to dissipate as vibrations.   

Although stretching may skew some of the results of the Lc distribution, there still 

is a direct correlation between Lc and mass.  Mass and Lc are roughly related by,  

m ~ ρLc
3,         (3.42) 

where ρ is the average density.  The expression for the cumulative Lc distribution then 

becomes, 

 F(Lc) = N1(Lc)+N2(Lc),       (3.43) 

 Nx(Lc)= αρLc
3a *exp((bρm)3λ).      (3.44) 

This conversion is not perfect.  There is a change in density in the small size 

range.  This is because the fragments are built from small spherical particles.  Spheres do 

not pack together efficiently.  The density of a large collection of spheres is different than 

the density of a single sphere.  When there are small numbers of particles, the value of 

Lc, can fluctuate wildly for a single mass.  As a result, the small Lc peak is smeared out 

over a number of values.  This gives rise to a bump in the small mass range, followed by 

a large number of single particle fragments, rather than a smooth transition to a peak, as 

is present in the small mass range of the cumulative mass distribution.   
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3.3.2. 40000-Particle Simulations 

Because the non-cumulative distributions from the 8000 particle simulations were 

so noisy, the program was modified to perform larger simulations using the velocity 

Verlet scheme discussed in section 2.2.4.  The new simulations were run on a 34x34x34 

particle aluminum cube.  One of these test runs is presented here.  The system was 

fragmented with a very large initial energy, Vmax=10000m/s.  The larger energy was 

required because the velocity gradient is distributed across a larger object.  The 

parameters used in this simulation are summarized in the table below. 

 

Table 3.3: 40000-Particle simulation parameters 

∆t = .5*10-16 seconds 
#of time steps = 120000                    

#of particles 39304 

σ = 2.85 angstroms 
ε = 3204 gram*angstroms2/second2 =.20ev  
Cutoff radius = 3 * σ 
Particle mass = 4.48d-23 grams 
 
 
 

The cumulative, and non-cumulative mass distributions for this run are shown 

below.  One might note that the shape is very similar to the shape seen in the 8000 

particle runs at high energy.     
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative mass distribution for the 40000 particle run. 
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Figure 3.8: Non-cumulative mass distribution for the 40000 particle run. 
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It may be tempting to draw conclusions about the system size dependence of the 

fragment distributions.  However, it was found that there is no way to change the system 

size without changing the distribution of energy in the system.   A similar problem is seen 

when investigating the shape dependence of a system.  These simulations do suggest that 

a three-region distribution is seen regardless of size and shape. 

 Area/mass distributions were generated for the 40000 particle runs.  Nver before 

has any study attempted to simulate this type of distribution.  Following the work of 

NASA, the fragment cross section is defined for a fragment of average shape.[3,33]   

 A=.55*Lc
2         (3.45) 

The validity of the approximation changes with fragment size.   On the other hand, this is 

a very rough approximation to begin with.  The variations with respect to fragment size 

are small enough compared to the simulation error that they are ignored for the purposes 

of this study.   However, more research is needed on this conversion.   

The A/M distribution from the 40000-particle run is presented in figure 9.  In this 

plot, the single particle fragments are not included.  If they were, there would be a single 

data point located at the center of the peak that contains several orders of magnitude more 

fragments than the remaining data points.  This point was omitted so that the graph could 

be scaled such that the remaining features were visible. 
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Figure 3.10: The A/M distribution for the 40000-particle run. 
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 Velocity distributions were also generated for the 40000-particle run.  This was 

done by averaging the velocity in the three spatial directions, x, y, and z, for all the 

particles in a given fragment.   The average velocities were then used to calculate a radial 

velocity for the entire fragment.   
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 Figure 3.11: Velocity distribution for the-40000 particle run. 
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3.3.3. Two-dimensional simulations 

 Two-dimensional simulations have several advantages over three-dimensional 

simulations.  First, they take much less processing time.  The processing time for a 

40000-particle run is reduced by nearly a factor of 4.  Second, they may be more realistic 

for representing the fragment distribution generated by the explosion of a thin walled 

vessel such as a fuel tank.  In order to compare the results of these runs with the work of 

Diehl et. al., the atoms in the simulation were defined as Lennard-Jones particles, instead 

of aluminum atoms[27,29].  A Lennard-Jones particle is one that has σ=1, ε=1, and 

mass=1.  These particles were arranged along a square lattice, and then given slightly 

randomized positions.  The units of time, mass and length were expressed as seconds, 

grams, and angstroms respectively.  However, these units are arbitrary. 

 
Table 3.4: Two-dimensional Simulation Parameters 
∆t = .005 time units  
#of time steps = 150000                    

#of particles 40000 

σ = 1 length unit  
ε = 1 (mass unit)*(length unit)2/(time unit)2  
Cutoff radius = 3 * σ 
Particle mass = 1 (mass unit) 
 

The current architecture of the program did not allow for randomization as 

extensive as that used by Diehl.  As a result, Diehl’s objects are much more 

inhomogeneous than those used in this study.  Therefore it was impossible to reproduce 

his data.  However, the curves generated by these runs were of similar shape, and fell 

within approximately the same ranges as the data observed by Diehl.   The shape 

dependence predicted by of Astrom and Timonen, would suggest that there should be no 
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cutoff at large mass for a two dimensional system [21].  However, the simulated data did 

have a large mass cutoff. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figures 3.12 a,b: Cumulative mass distributions for the fragmentation of a 2-dimensional 
object for two values of vmax. 
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If the shape of the distribution was primarily governed by dimensionality as Mott 

suggests, then the large mass region of the two-dimensional system should drop off much 

more slowly than the large mass region of the three-dimensional system, because of the 

change in the exponent λ.  No other parameters of the function are able to affect the 

curvature of the Mott distribution in the large mass range.  The two dimensional system 

does appear to roughly follow an exponent of .5 as predicted by Mott[13].  However, the 

three dimensional system can have an exponent that is larger than 1.  Perhaps the system 

is following a mixture of 1 and 2-dimensional statistics.  However, it is more likely this is 

the result of mixing of many Mott distributions.  In any case, the value of λ is strongly 

affected by the configuration of the system, and the explosion energy.  Dimensionality 

may play a role, but this role may be minor when compared to chaotic system dependent 

parameters. 

 

3.3.4. Proposed Mass Distribution Model 

Both Sornette’s model and the splitting model appear to fit the data within some 

range, but neither is flexible enough to cover the whole range of observed behavior.  In 

the large and intermediate mass range, the function proposed by Diehl et al., is able to 

mimic cumulative power law, lognormal, and exponential behavior, as well as a range of 

functions in between.  Diehl does not examine the small mass range closely because of 

the finite particle size behavior.   However, a second function of Diehl's form might be 

ideal for fitting this range as well, because it is able to mimic the shape of the power law, 
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lognormal, and Mott distributions.   In other words, the large and small mass ranges of 

the distribution might be well represented by separate functions of the form, 

            Nx = αm
a *exp(b*mλ).       (3.46) 

Here, different constants for αx,ax, bx and λx are specified for the two ranges.   

These constants change with energy.  For large masses, as the constant a 

increases, the slope of the power law region increases.  It is unclear what governs the 

value of a.  This constant may be configuration dependent.  However it’s value appears to 

be between approximately -.2 and 3 for the data presented here.  The curvature of the 

large mass cutoff is determined by λ.  Larger values of λ result in the function dropping 

off more rapidly.  Therefore, as energy increases, λ decreases.  In all cases, λ must be 

positive.  In no experiment was λ greater than 2.  Finally, the parameter b changes the 

mass at which the cutoff appears.  Larger values of b shift the large mass cutoff to smaller 

masses.  Therefore, b must be, at least in part, dependent on the original mass of the 

object, and also on the explosion energy.  The region of overlap between the two 

functions lies within intermediate mass range.  There is an additional advantage to a 

function of this form.  It is flexible enough to mimic the non-cumulative forms of the 

distribution as well.   

Currently, satellite fragment mass distributions are fit to a power law with a large 

mass cutoff.  Equation (3.46) allows for a power law.  Therefore, it automatically allows 

for the range of behavior that is contained within the current model.  However instead of 

a simple cutoff at large mass, it predicts a functional form for this cutoff.   Because the 

current model does not include energy dependence, equation (3.46) was compared to an 
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older NASA model that split the fragmentation data into several categories including high 

and low intensity explosions, and collisions.  The mass distributions generated by this 

model are presented in figure 3.12.  The purpose behind doing this is to see if the energy 

dependent behavior seen in the older model also can be represented by equation (39). 
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Figure 3.13: Cumulative Mass Distribution for High and Low Intensity Satellite 
Explosions from the EVOLVE model. [3] 
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At low energy, one cannot see a small mass peak.  This may be a deficiency in the 

model, because there is very little data on the small mass region in debris fragmentation.  

In any case, the lack of a small mass region does not agree with the simulations 

conducted here, or any other experimental or theoretical studies.  At high energy, the 

large mass range has shifted towards smaller masses, and small mass range has shifted 

towards larger mass.  This results in a compression of the intermediate mass range.  In his 

case, the large and small mass ranges have come close enough together that the 

intermediate mass range can barely be seen.  The result is a distribution that appears to be 

very nearly power law in shape.  One can see a similar type of shape beginning to appear 

in the highest energy molecular dynamics simulations.  At high energies the whole 

distribution may generate a power law shape.   

Figure 3.13 is a plot produced from equation (3.46) using parameters that generate 

curves similar to those in figure 3.12.  These are not fits.  Instead the plots were generated 

by numerical guesses and visual comparison.  It is clear that it is possible to obtain curves 

that resemble figure 3.12 from equation (3.46).  Therefore it can be concluded that with 

the proper choice of constants equation (3.46) can generate behavior that agrees with both 

the current models and the old energy dependent models.  At the same time, it allows for 

flexibility in the small mass region that is not included in current models.  The 

simulations also suggest that in the small mass range there is a possibility that the 

fragment distributions may begin to increase faster than a power law.  Any upward 

curvature would be energy dependent.  
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Figure 3.14: Cumulative mass distribution for high and low intensity satellite explosions 
obtained from the molecular dynamics approach (equation 3.46), with parameters given 
in table 3.4. 
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Table 3.5: Parameters used in Figure 3.13. 

High Intensity Explosions α a b λ 

Large mass 1900 .0175 -2.3 3.50*10-1 

Small mass 5.71*10-2 -1.3 10.7979 .21297 

Low Intensity Explosions     

All masses 1900 .0175 -2 3.10*10-1 

 

Instead of comparing two models, it would be better to compare the simulated 

data to actual satellite fragmentation data.  One comparison was performed with data 

from a ground-based satellite fragmentation test.  Unfortunately very few data points are 

available, and the functions used to fit the data have nearly as many parameters as data 

points.  Still, the results of this comparison are presented, because the size distribution 

from the ground based test has a clear 3-region dependence.  Equation(3.46) gives a very 

close fit to this data using the parameters in table 3.4. 

 

Table 3.5: Parameters used in Figure 3.14. 

 α a b λ 

Large mass .10427 .175 -8 1.74 

Small mass .015 -.7 2.58 -.19 
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Figure 3.14:  Size distribution from ground based satellite destruction. 
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In the latest EVOLVE model, the cumulative Lc distribution for satellite debris is 

described as a power law with a cutoff at large mass.  Different power laws are used for 

satellite and rocket body breakups, collisions, and explosions.  However, there is no 

distinction between high and low energy fragmentation.  The molecular dynamics 

simulations show that energy has a strong effect on the shape of the characteristic size 

distribution.  Therefore, the power law description could not possibly represent the 

satellite data properly.  Also, the power law distribution cannot possible follow the range 

of shapes generally seen in a fragmentation process.  In the satellite mass distribution 

shown in figure 3.12, a rapidly increasing small mass region appears to be present.  This 

would suggest that there is a corresponding upturn in the small Lc region.  On the other 

hand, the high-energy mass distribution still appears to roughly follow a power law in all 

ranges.  It is possible that the majority of satellite explosions resemble the high-energy 

curve, in which case a power law could fit the data by lucky coincidence.  There is 

another problem at large masses, or Lc values.  A simple truncation of the power law will 

yield a mass cutoff that may be of the wrong shape.  A truncation gives a very rapid 

cutoff.  According to the molecular dynamics simulations conducted here, the large mass 

cutoff may be rapid, or gradual depending on the energy.  At the very least, the 

distribution should be truncated with a function that is variable in shape.  

The EVOLVE model describes the A/M distributions using a pair of lognormal as 

discussed in section 3.1.  In the EVOLVE model, the Lc distribution was binned, and a 

separate A/M distribution was produced for each bin.  It was not possible to separate the 

simulated A/M distributions into Lc because there was not enough available data to 
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generate meaningful statistics.  Therefore the simulated A/M distribution should appear 

as a sum of all the Lc ranges predicted by EVOLVE.  This summation was carried out, 

and is presented in figure 3.14.  The number of fragments is shown as a fraction of the 

total number of fragments that might be produced in the breakup of an upper stage. 
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 Figure 3.15: Summation of A/M distributions generated by the EVOLVE model 
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The peak shown in figure 3.14 is slightly stretched towards small A/M.  This may 

be evidence of the tail that is seen in the simulated data.  However, without an 

examination of the actual experimentation data it is impossible to know if the simulated 

data is generating realistic A/M distributions.  A Molecular dynamics approach may not 

be well suited for predicting the shape dependence of fragments, and therefore may not 

be able to make realistic A/M distributions. 

Problems are also seen when the simulated velocity distributions are compared to 

the distributions predicted by EVOLVE.  The distribution predicted by the evolve model 

has a long tail for large velocities.  On the other hand the simulated explosions, have a 

long tail for small velocities.  It is likely that the velocity distribution is related to the way 

in which the explosion is initiated.  For comparison the distribution of the velocities 

calculated by the EVOLVE model for 1486 debris fragments from Delta, Ariane, and 

Cosmos upper stages is presented in figure 3.15 [3]. 
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Figure 3.17: Distribution of velocities for fragments from Delta, Ariane, and Cosmos 
upper stages. [3] 
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Although the simulated results do not agree with satellite fragmentation data, it is 

still possible to examine how this velocity distribution comes about.  Figure 14 depicts 

the simulated fragment velocity as a function of mass for the 40000-particle run.  One can 

see that the highest velocities belong to the smallest fragments.  These are most likely to 

be the fragments that appear furthest out from the center of the explosion.  These 

fragments constitute the “dust” that appears out at the front of the explosion as observed 

in figure 3.4.  The highest velocities seen at small mass are usually only slightly higher 

than the velocities seen in the bulk of the material.   
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Figure 3.18: Fragment Velocity vs. Mass. 
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Large fragments, those that are approximately 5 particles in mass or larger, appear 

to have a maximum velocity that is just under Vmax.  This would suggest that very little of 

the fragment's energy is lost in breaking.  An object with a greater number of particles, or 

no finite particle size may behave very differently.  The energy dissipated in breaking 

will be much larger in these cases.  As a result, the largest fragments could have 

considerably less velocity then Vmax.   

Because there are such a large number of small fragments, there is a statistical 

likelihood for the smallest fragments to spread over a slightly larger range of velocities.   

Physically it is possible that small fragments could have larger velocities than large 

fragments.  Also, fragments can collide.  Conservation of momentum requires that in a 

collision, the smallest fragments take higher velocities than large fragments.  Given how 

few fragments there are at the maximum velocity, it is unlikely that collisions are 

occurring with any significant frequency.   Also any collision dependence should cause a 

statistical likelihood for velocity to decrease as fragment mass increases.  This is not seen 

in the data.   It is also possible that the increase in the velocity cutoff at small mass is a 

statistical anomaly due to the large number of small fragments rather than some physical 

process.  

Recall that the velocity gradient is largest on the outside of the object.   Rather 

than actually exploding, the object is being pulled apart.  The outermost fragments 

constitute the bulk of the object.  They move away at near Vmax, although some velocity 

has been lost in the breaking.  Particles near the center of the object tend to feel very little 

force in one direction or another.  If they become detached from fragments connected to 
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the high velocity particles on the surface of the object, they may end up with very small 

velocities.  If one did somehow end up with a high velocity, it would likely collide with 

one of the large fragments from the surface of the object.  Any collision would result in a 

transfer of momentum.  Regardless of the mass of the fragment, it would be constrained 

to some velocity that is less than the large surface fragments.   

Because the method of fragmentation was not quite the same process as an 

explosion, the data should not agree with the EVOLVE distribution.  In further studies, it 

is recommended to explore different ways of initiating the explosion to see if there is a 

statistical predisposition towards a certain distribution of velocities.  Finally, the MD 

simulation does not take into account drag effects.   On Earth there are explosion models 

that predict the fragment velocity as a function of distance from the origin of the 

explosion based on drag considerations.  Some drag may occur in low Earth orbit, but it 

is unlikely that it is large enough to have any effect on an explosion.  Still, this may bear 

further investigation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 There is a sizeable disagreement between exospheric temperature models, when 

the solar flux is large.  For example, in the spherical earth model of Hall [4], uncertainty 

is introduced twice, first when relating F10.7 to temperature, and second when relating 

temperature to density.  This study shows that the uncertainty in temperature further 

enhances the uncertainty by more than an order of magnitude in the calculated 

atmospheric density at high altitudes.  Therefore, a direct relation between F10.7 and 

density would be more desirable, which we have thus used in this work. 

 The daily varying component of the solar EUV radiation is a sum of the long 

term, and short-term components.  The two components do not affect the atmosphere in 

the same way.   We have shown that the daily variation of the density is large during the 

F10.7 maximum period and small during the F10.7 minimum period, consistently.  This 

shows conclusively that the daily long-term and short-term effects are directly related to 

the solar modulation.  The solar modulation has been measured as a function of F10.7 for 

many eleven-year cycles.   

For debris fragmentation we have used the molecular dynamics technique, 

employing the Lennard-Jones potential.  In that we show that the fragmentation 

distribution follows a Mott-like distribution.  This distribution is produced for 8000 and 

40000 particle 3-dimensional distributions, as well as in 40000 particle 2-dimensional 

distributions.  However, as the energy of the explosion increases, the intermediate mass 
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region becomes smaller.  It appears that the entire distribution may tend towards a single 

power law for all masses for sufficiently high explosion energy.  The cumulative size and 

mass distributions, obtained from the Mott-Like form simulated from molecular 

dynamics, agree with experimental data, and other simulations, including the EVOLVE 

model, with a selective set of parameters. 

Furthermore, the characteristic size of the fragment is related to the fragment 

mass by density.  It is expected to follow a three-region distribution just like the mass 

distribution does.  This assumption is supported by very close correlation to data obtained 

from ground-based experiments on satellite fragmentation, and by our molecular 

dynamics simulations.  There are very few ground-based data for debris fragmentation.  

The size distribution studies were performed in the experiment SOLCIT [33].  Our 

molecular dynamics simulations generate a Mott-like function for large and small masses, 

which produces a cumulative size distribution that is in excellent agreement with the 

SOLCIT data, for a selected set of parameters.  The parameters for these distributions are 

given in Table 3.5. 

We have simulated the distribution from molecular dynamics for A/M and 

velocity.  However, the EVOLVE prediction for the A/M and velocity distribution has a 

similar pattern as that of or molecular dynamics simulations though not quantitatively.   
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APPENDIX A 
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS FRAGMENTATION PROGRAM 

 
These appendices contain two programs that were used in this study.  Both were 

written using the FORTRAN 77 compiler.   
 

 
c Benjamin Noll 2/11/05 
c This is a program to simulate fragmentation processes using the neighbor list method 
c and a velocity Verlet integration scheme.   
 
c ****************Variable Definitions************************************** 
       double precision xpos(0:50001)       !position in x 
       double precision ypos(0:50001)       !position in y 
       double precision zpos(0:50001)       !position in z 
       double precision xvel(0:50001)       !velocity in x 
       double precision yvel(0:50001)       !velocity in y 
       double precision zvel(0:50001)       !velocity in z 
       double precision xveli(0:50001)      !velocities used to initiate the explosion 
       double precision yveli(0:50001) 
       double precision zveli(0:50001) 
       double precision fragvelx(0:50001)   !fragment velocity in x 
       double precision fragvely(0:50001)   !fragment velocity in y 
       double precision fragvelz(0:50001)   !fragment velocity in z 
       double precision fragvelr(0:50001)   !magnitude of fragment velocity  
       double precision fragsize(0:50001)   !size of a fragment 
       double precision xdv(0:50001)         !half the change of velocity in x  
       double precision ydv(0:50001)         !half the change of velocity in y 
       double precision zdv(0:50001)         !half the change of velocity in z 
       double precision apot(0:50001)        !attractive Leonard-Jones constant   
          !(Attractive is negative)  
       double precision rpot(0:50001)        !repulsive Leonard-Jones constant    
                                                                 !(Repulsive is positive)   
       double precision mass(0:50001)       !particle mass 
       double precision dt                            !number of seconds/time iteration 
       double precision pdist                       !distance between particles 
       double precision pdistsquared           !distance between particles squared 
       double precision pdistsix                   !pdist^6 
       double precision pdisteight               !pdist^8 
       double precision dx                           !distance between particles in x 
       double precision dy                           !distance between particles in y 
       double precision dz                           !distance between particles in z 
       double precision cutoff                     !defines the cutoff distance for nearby  
                                                                 !neighbors as radius^2 
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       double precision sigma                     !scaled Lennard-Jones Length 
       double precision epsilon                   !scaled energy for the L-J potential 
       double precision edist                       !equilibrium particle distance. 
       double precision halfdt                     !1/2*dt=(half the size of one time step) 
       double precision rvel                        !half the radial change of velocity  
       double precision velmax                  !maximum velocity assigned to the velocity  

    !gradient 
       integer fragsize(0:50001)                 !sets how many particles are in a fragment 
                                                                 !used in fragment velocity routine 
       integer neighbors(0:50001,1:350)    !Neighbor list for each particle.   
          !Up to 350 particles are allowed as neighbors 
       integer partnum                                 !variable that scales the system to  
          !a specific number of particles 
       integer tstep                                      !dummy variable used to loop over time 
       integer tnum                                     !defines the number of time steps to iterate over. 
       integer slot                                        !slot is a dummy variable used to store values in                          
                                                                !neighbors 
       integer slotnum                                 !slotnum defines the number of available slots 
                                                                !for each particle in neighbors.   
       
       integer pnum                                    !particle number 
       integer pnumb                                  !dummy variable used to loop over a second      
                                                                !particle number 
                                                                !so that comparisons may be performed 
       integer pnunc                                   !dummy variable used in the fraglist routine. 
       integer dummyx                               !dummy variable used to assign particle locations 
       integer dummyy                               !dummy variable used to assign particle locations 
       integer dummyz                               !dummy variable used to assign particle locations 
       integer timecheck                            !variable used to determine when a new neighbor  
                                                                !list should be generated 
       integer randomflag                          !flag that determines if the particle locations  
         !should be randomized or not.  
       integer relist                                     !Determines how many timesteps should pass             
                                                                !between each rebuild of the neighbor list. 
       integer velmod                                 !find the distance from the center of the object 
                                                                !used to help define the velocity gradient 
       integer randomsteps                         !#of time steps should be used for randomization 
 
c *****************End Variable definitions********************************* 
 
c ***************** Define initial conditions  ******************************** 
      open(1,file='initial.csv',access='sequential',status='new')  
      dt = .5d-16                                    !set the size of each time step in seconds 
      halfdt = .5*dt                                !Calculate 1/2 dt 
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      tnum = 120000                             !Set how many timesteps to use                                        
      partnum = 42875                          !the number of particles being simulated 
      sigma = 2.85                                 !Lennard-Jones Length for Aluminum in angstroms                                    
      epsilon = 3204                              !Lennard-Jones energy in g*angstroms^2/second^2 
      edist =(2**(.16666666667))*sigma        !Equilibrium particle separation in angstroms  
      cutoff = (3*sigma)**2                  !Cutoff distance squared in angstroms 
      slotnum = 350                               !Number of slots in the neighbor list  
                                                            !for each particle. 
      randomflag=1                     !1=randomization on 2=randomization off 
      velmax = 10000d10            !maximum of velocity gradient  
                                                  !in angstroms/second 
      relist = 1000                        !how often to rebuild the neighbor list. 
      randomsteps = 10000          !how many time steps should be used   
                                                  !for randomization 
      call srand(getpid())             !initialize the random number generator 
 
c Create a regular array with particles spaced by 1 unit  
c This routine generates a 35x35x35 cube of atoms 
      dummyx = -18                        !setup variables to define particle positions   
      dummyy = -17  
      dummyz = -17 
      do pnum = 1,partnum,1          !loop over all particles 
       mass(pnum) = 4.48d-23        !particle mass in grams 
             !density of aluminum is 26.981 g/mol 
       if (dummyx == 17) then        !go to next row in y when this one is full 
        dummyx = -18                   
        dummyy = dummyy + 1 
       if (dummyy == 18) then        !goto the next row in z when this one is full 
        dummyy = -17 
        dummyz = dummyz + 1 
       endif 
      endif 
      dummyx = dummyx + 1 
      if (randomflag ==1) then 
       xpos(pnum) =  dummyx*edist             !randomize the initial positions 
&                 + (.01*edist*(rand()-.5)) 
       ypos(pnum) =  dummyy*edist  
&                 + (.01*edist*(rand()-.5)) 
       zpos(pnum) =  dummyz*edist  
&                 + (.01*edist*(rand()-.5)) 
      else 
       xpos(pnum) =  dummyx*edist             !do not randomize the initial positions 
       ypos(pnum) =  dummyy*edist  
       zpos(pnum) =  dummyz*edist  
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      endif 
 
c define the velocity gradient used to initiate the explosion 
      velmod = ((dummyx*dummyx)           !determine the distance from  
&               +(dummyy*dummyy)             !the center of the object 
&               +(dummyz*dummyz))**.5 
      if (velmod < 1) then                !do not put a velocity on a particle                                             
       xveli(pnum) = 0                    !if it is at the exact center 
       yveli(pnum) = 0 
       zveli(pnum) = 0 
      else 
       xveli(pnum) = velmax*(dummyx)/26   !assign the initial velocity in x                       
       yveli(pnum) = velmax*(dummyy)/26   !assign the initial velocity in y 
       zveli(pnum) = velmax*(dummyz)/26   !assign the initial velocity in z 
      endif 
   
c Define the Lennard Jones potential between particles. 
c At this time, all the particle masses are equal.  To save time later, 
c divide by mass here. 
 
c Attractive LJ constant (must be negative) 
       apot(pnum) = -24*epsilon*(sigma**6)/mass(pnum)     
c Repulsive LJ constant (must be positive) 
       rpot(pnum) =  48*epsilon*(sigma**12)/mass(pnum)    
      enddo 
 
c Clear the neighbor list. 
      do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
       do slot = 1, slotnum,1 
        neighbors(pnum,slot) = 0 
       enddo 
      enddo 
 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c ******************************randomize******************************** 
c the particles are allowed to move for a short period of time. This  
c this further randomizes the particle positions from what is initially set. 
c ********************************************************************** 
      if (randomflag == 1) then          
       timecheck = relist - 1               
       do tstep = 1,randomsteps,1 
        print *,tstep  
        timecheck = timecheck +1           
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        if (timecheck == relist) then                           
         timecheck = 0              
 
c *********************************find neighbors ************************* 
c this subroutine finds all particles that fall within some cutoff distance  
c (pdist^2) = dx^2+dy^2+dz^2 
c ********************************************************************** 
c Clear the neighbor list. 
         do pnum = 1,partnum,1              
          do slot = 1, maxslot(pnum),1 
           neighbors(pnum,slot) = 0 
          enddo 
         enddo 
 
c Build the new neighbor list. 
         do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
          maxslot(pnum)=0                                            
          slot = 1  
         do pnumb = 1,partnum,1                                      
          dx = xpos(pnum) - xpos(pnumb)     !calculate the interparticle distance squared                
          dy = ypos(pnum) - ypos(pnumb) 
          dz = zpos(pnum) - zpos(pnumb) 
          pdistsquared = dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz   
          if (pdistsquared <= cutoff) then     !if its less than the cutoff radius,  
                                                                 !then record the particle as a neighbor 
           if (pnum==pnumb) then               !don't detect yourself as a neighbor 
c           ***do nothing....*** 
           else                
 
c If a particle is found assign its number to the current slot. 
            neighbors(pnum,slot) = pnumb         
            maxslot(pnum) = slot                 
 
c Record the maximum slot number.  This is done so we dont need  
c to loop over empty slots when the system is time evolved/ 
            slot = slot + 1                             !advance to the next slot  
           endif 
 
c Generate an error message if you have more particles than slots. 
          if (slot > slotnum+1) then      
           print *,'too many neighbors to fit in array', pnum 
&          , slot 
          endif 
         endif 
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        enddo 
       enddo 
      endif 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c *************************************Find forces************************ 
c this routine finds the distance between neighbors, and calculates the force on each 
particle 
c ********************************************************************** 
      do pnum = 1,partnum,1                              !loop over each particle 
       xdv(pnum)=0 
       ydv(pnum)=0 
       zdv(pnum)=0 
       do slot = 1,maxslot(pnum),1                     !loop over all nearby neighbors               
        if (neighbors(pnum,slot) > 0) then           !if there is a neighbor,             
         dx = xpos(pnum)-xpos(neighbors(pnum,slot))  !calculate how far away it is 
         dy = ypos(pnum)-ypos(neighbors(pnum,slot))                   
         dz = zpos(pnum)-zpos(neighbors(pnum,slot)) 
         pdistsquared = dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz             !calculate the distance squared 
         if (pdistsquared > cutoff) then                 !if it is too far away, break the bond                                   
          neighbors(pnum,slot)=0                         !ie. remove it from the list 
         else                                          
 
c Find the change in velocity in x,y,z  
c*********************************************************************** 
c This is done by assuming each neighbor is connected by a Leonard Jones potential 
c The change in velocity is calculated directly from the potential to reduce the  
c number of calculation steps, and save processor time. 
c potential = (attractive/r^6 + repulsive/r^12) 
c The force is then f=dU/dr 
c force = -6 * attractive/r^7 - 12 * repulsive/r^13 
c *NOTE* the attractive and repulsive constants are defined earlier 
c and do not need to be calculated here. 
c The force in the x direction would then be  
c xforce = (attractive/r^7)*cos(theta) + (repulsive/r^13)*cos(theta)  
c where theta is the angle between the radial c vector(between the two particles,  
c and the x axis. 
c x/r = cos(theta) 
c One can define a constant rforce = (radial force)/r. 
c rforce = (attractive/r^8) - (repulsive/r^14) 
c xforce = rforce * x 
c The same trick applies to y and z. 
c xacceleration = xforce/mass 
c half the change in velocity in x is then xdv = .5 * xacceleration * dt 
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c*********************************************************************** 
         pdistsix = pdistsquared * pdistsquared * pdistsquared  !this is particledistance^6  
         pdisteight = pdistsix * pdistsquared                !this is particledistance^8 
         rvel = (halfdt/pdisteight)*(apot(pnum)           !(1/2 * radial change in velocity)/r 
&             + (rpot(pnum)/pdistsix))               
         xdv(pnum) = (dx*rvel) + xdv(pnum)             !get the net change in velocity in x,y,z 
         ydv(pnum) = (dy*rvel) + ydv(pnum) 
         zdv(pnum) = (dz*rvel) + zdv(pnum) 
         endif 
        endif 
       enddo 
      enddo 
 
c **********************************************************************         
c the kinematics must be handled under a separate loop because motion of the particles 
interferes with proper  
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c detection of the interparticle distances for each time step. 
     do pnum = 1,partnum,1         
 
c calculate the velocity in x,y,z  
c this is v(t-1/2) + xdv 
      xvel(pnum) = xdv(pnum) + xvel(pnum)      
      yvel(pnum) = ydv(pnum) + yvel(pnum)               
      zvel(pnum) = zdv(pnum) + zvel(pnum)  
 
c calculate the new position in x,y,z using Newtonian kinematics 
c x(t) = x(t-1) + xdv*dt + xvel * dt  
c = x(t-1) + (1/2 * accelleration) + (velocity * change in time) 
      xpos(pnum) = (dt * xdv(pnum))                    
&                + (xvel(pnum)*dt) + xpos(pnum) 
      ypos(pnum) = (dt * ydv(pnum))  
&                + (yvel(pnum)*dt) + ypos(pnum) 
      zpos(pnum) = (dt * zdv(pnum))  
&                + (zvel(pnum)*dt) + zpos(pnum)                   
 
c calculate v(t+1/2). In the next time step this become v(t-1/2). 
      xvel(pnum) = xdv(pnum) + xvel(pnum)  
      yvel(pnum) = ydv(pnum) + yvel(pnum)               
      zvel(pnum) = zdv(pnum) + zvel(pnum)  
      enddo 
      enddo 
      endif 
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c ********************************************************************** 
       
c **************initiate the explosion*************************************** 
      do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
       xvel(pnum) = xveli(pnum)    
       yvel(pnum) = yveli(pnum) 
       zvel(pnum) = zveli(pnum) 
 
c output the initial particle positions to file 
       write (1,*) xpos(pnum),',', ypos(pnum),',', zpos(pnum)  
      enddo 
      close(1) 
c ********************************************************************** 
    
c *****************Time Integration routine ********************************* 
      timecheck = relist -1 
        print *,tstep  
        timecheck = timecheck +1           
        if (timecheck == relist) then                           
         timecheck = 0              
c *****************Find neighbors ***************************************** 
c this subroutine finds all particles that fall within some cutoff distance  
c (pdist^2) = dx^2+dy^2+dz^2 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c Clear the neighbor list. 
         do pnum = 1,partnum,1              
          do slot = 1, maxslot(pnum),1 
           neighbors(pnum,slot) = 0 
          enddo 
         enddo 
 
c Build the new neighbor list. 
         do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
          maxslot(pnum)=0                                            
          slot = 1  
         do pnumb = 1,partnum,1                                      
          dx = xpos(pnum) - xpos(pnumb)     !calculate the interparticle distance squared                
          dy = ypos(pnum) - ypos(pnumb) 
          dz = zpos(pnum) - zpos(pnumb) 
          pdistsquared = dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz   
          if (pdistsquared <= cutoff) then  !if its less than the cutoff radius,  
                                            !then record the particle as a neighbor 
           if (pnum==pnumb) then            !don't detect yourself as a neighbor 
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c           ***do nothing....*** 
           else                
 
c If a particle is found assign its number to the current slot. 
            neighbors(pnum,slot) = pnumb         
            maxslot(pnum) = slot                 
 
c Record the maximum slot number.  This is done so we dont need  
c to loop over empty slots when the system is time evolved/ 
            slot = slot + 1                !advance to the next slot  
           endif 
 
c Generate an error message if you have more particles than slots. 
          if (slot > slotnum+1) then      
           print *,'too many neighbors to fit in array', pnum 
&          , slot 
          endif 
         endif 
        enddo 
       enddo 
      endif 
c ********************************************************************** 
c ************************Find forces************************************* 
c this routine finds the distance between neighbors, and calculates the force on each 
particle 
c 
************************************************************************ 
      do pnum = 1,partnum,1                          !loop over each particle 
       xdv(pnum)=0 
       ydv(pnum)=0 
       zdv(pnum)=0 
       do slot = 1,maxslot(pnum),1                   !loop over all nearby neighbors               
        if (neighbors(pnum,slot) > 0) then           !if there is a neighbor,             
         dx = xpos(pnum)-xpos(neighbors(pnum,slot))  !calculate how far away it is 
         dy = ypos(pnum)-ypos(neighbors(pnum,slot))                   
         dz = zpos(pnum)-zpos(neighbors(pnum,slot)) 
         pdistsquared = dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz        !calculate the distance squared 
         if (pdistsquared > cutoff) then             !if it is too far away, break the bond                                   
          neighbors(pnum,slot)=0                     !ie. remove it from the list 
         else                                          
 
c Find the change in velocity in x,y,z  
c********************************************************************** 
c This is done by assuming each neighbor is connected by a Leonard Jones potential 
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c The change in velocity is calculated directly from the potential to reduce the  
c number of calculation steps, and save processor time. 
c potential = (attractive/r^6 + repulsive/r^12) 
c The force is then f=dU/dr 
c force = -6 * attractive/r^7 - 12 * repulsive/r^13 
c *NOTE* the attractive and repulsive constants are defined earlier 
c and do not need to be calculated here. 
c The force in the x direction would then be  
c xforce = (attractive/r^7)*cos(theta) + (repulsive/r^13)*cos(theta)  
c where theta is the angle between the radial c vector(between the two particles 
c and the x axis. 
c x/r = cos(theta) 
c One can define a constant rforce = (radial force)/r. 
c rforce = (attractive/r^8) - (repulsive/r^14) 
c xforce = rforce * x 
c The same trick applies to y and z. 
c xacceleration = xforce/mass 
c half the change in velocity in x is then xdv = .5 * xacceleration * dt 
c*********************************************************************** 
 
         pdistsix = pdistsquared * pdistsquared * pdistsquared  !this is particledistance^6  
         pdisteight = pdistsix * pdistsquared                 !this is particledistance^8 
         rvel = (halfdt/pdisteight)*(apot(pnum)            !(1/2 * radial change in velocity)/r 
&             + (rpot(pnum)/pdistsix))               
         xdv(pnum) = (dx*rvel) + xdv(pnum)              !get the net change in velocity in x,y,z 
         ydv(pnum) = (dy*rvel) + ydv(pnum) 
         zdv(pnum) = (dz*rvel) + zdv(pnum) 
         endif 
        endif 
       enddo 
      enddo 
c ********************************************************************** 
c the kinematics must be handled under a separate loop because motion of the particles 
interferes with proper  
c detection of the interparticle distances for each time step. 
     do pnum = 1,partnum,1         
 
c calculate the velocity in x,y,z  
c this is v(t-1/2) + xdv 
      xvel(pnum) = xdv(pnum) + xvel(pnum)      
      yvel(pnum) = ydv(pnum) + yvel(pnum)               
      zvel(pnum) = zdv(pnum) + zvel(pnum)  
 
c calculate the new position in x,y,z using Newtonian kinematics 
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c x(t) = x(t-1) + xdv*dt + xvel * dt  
c = x(t-1) + (1/2 * accelleration) + (velocity * change in time) 
      xpos(pnum) = (dt * xdv(pnum))                    
&                + (xvel(pnum)*dt) + xpos(pnum) 
      ypos(pnum) = (dt * ydv(pnum))  
&                + (yvel(pnum)*dt) + ypos(pnum) 
      zpos(pnum) = (dt * zdv(pnum))  
&                + (zvel(pnum)*dt) + zpos(pnum)                   
 
c calculate v(t+1/2). In the next time step this become v(t-1/2). 
      xvel(pnum) = xdv(pnum) + xvel(pnum)  
      yvel(pnum) = ydv(pnum) + yvel(pnum)               
      zvel(pnum) = zdv(pnum) + zvel(pnum)  
      enddo 
      enddo 
c ********************************************************************** 
       
 
c ********************find neighbors ************************************** 
c one final rebuild of the neighbor list is needed. 
c this subroutine finds all particles that fall within some cutoff distance  
c (pdist^2) = dx^2+dy^2+dz^2 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c Clear the neighbor list. 
         do pnum = 1,partnum,1              
          do slot = 1, maxslot(pnum),1 
           neighbors(pnum,slot) = 0 
          enddo 
         enddo 
 
c Build the new neighbor list. 
         do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
          maxslot(pnum)=0                                            
          slot = 1  
         do pnumb = 1,partnum,1                                      
          dx = xpos(pnum) - xpos(pnumb)     !calculate the interparticle distance squared                
          dy = ypos(pnum) - ypos(pnumb) 
          dz = zpos(pnum) - zpos(pnumb) 
          pdistsquared = dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz   
          if (pdistsquared <= cutoff) then  !if its less than the cutoff radius,  
                                                               !then record the particle as a neighbor 
           if (pnum==pnumb) then             !don't detect yourself as a neighbor 
c           ***do nothing....*** 
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           else                
 
c If a particle is found assign its number to the current slot. 
            neighbors(pnum,slot) = pnumb         
            maxslot(pnum) = slot                 
 
c Record the maximum slot number.  This is done so we dont need  
c to loop over empty slots when the system is time evolved/ 
            slot = slot + 1                !advance to the next slot  
           endif 
 
c Generate an error message if you have more particles than slots. 
          if (slot > slotnum+1) then      
           print *,'too many neighbors to fit in array', pnum 
&          , slot 
          endif 
         endif 
        enddo 
       enddo 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c ************** Build Fragments ****************************************** 
c This routine associates all of the particles to fragments 
c A list of all connected particles is made, fraglist. The first particle, pnum=1 is added to 
c this list, and called fragment 1.  Then all its neighbors are added to the list. 
c The program advances to the next entry in the list, which is the first neighbor. 
c all its neighbors are added to the list. 
c When a particle is added to the list, it is tagged as belonging to the current fragment 
c using the variable fragtag(pnum). 
c If the particle already belongs to a fragment, it is not added to the list.   
c The program continues advancing through the fragment list, until it reaches the end 
c When this happens, the fragment is complete, and the program begins building the  
c next fragment.  No particles are mis-assigned, no particles are checked more than twice.  
c No particles neighbors are checked more than once.  As a result, this routine is very fast 
c and effective.  This routine has been very extensively tested, and works very very well. 
c However, it is very complex and hard to trace.  In other words, if at all possible, avoid  
c modifying it. 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
       do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
        fragtag(pnum) = 0                !Initialize the list of fragments 
       enddo   
       fragnum = 1                          !Start building fragment 1. 
       do pnum = 1,partnum,1   
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        if (fragtag(pnum) > 0)then   !If the particle, pnum, already belongs to  
                                                     !a fragment then don't build a new                                           
                                                     !fragment from it.           
         goto 300                              !Instead, go back to the beginning of this loop. 
        endif                                                     
        do pnumb = 1,partnum,1   
         fraglist(pnumb) = 0             !Initialize the list of particles belonging to this 
                                                     !fragment. 
        enddo 
        pnumb = 1                            !Move to the beginning of fraglist 
        pnunc = 1                              !Pnunc is the next empty slot 
        fragtag(pnum) = fragnum     !Tag the current particle as belonging to the current 
                                                      !fragment 
        do slot = 1,slotnum,1            !Move the nearest neighbors of pnum into the  
                                                      !list of particles belonging to this fragment 
         if (neighbors(pnum,slot) > 0) then 
          if (fragtag(neighbors(pnum,slot)) < 1) then   !If a connected neighbor  
                                                            !has already been assigned to this  
                                                                                  !fragment, skip it 
           fraglist(pnumb) = neighbors(pnum,slot)       !otherwise assign it to a                                              
                                                                                  !slot in fraglist. 
           fragtag(fraglist(pnumb)) = fragnum              !Tag the particle as belonging  
                                                                                  !to the current fragment 
           pnumb = pnumb + 1                                      !Move to the next slot in fraglist 
           pnunc = pnunc + 1                                         !Pnunc stores the highest empty slot 
          endif                      
         endif 
        enddo 
c       Now check to see if any of the particles that were connected to the first one have  
c       neighbors. 
        pnumb = 1                                             !Go to the beginning of fraglist again 
 200      if (fraglist(pnumb) > 0) then            !Check if a particle is listed in the current slot 
           do slot = 1,slotnum,1                         !If so, loop over its nearest neighbors 
            if (neighbors(fraglist(pnumb),slot) > 0) then                 !Is there a neighbor?      
             if (fragtag(neighbors(fraglist(pnumb),slot)) < 1) then  !If a neighbor is found,  
                                                                                                   !check if it is already                                   
                                                                                                  !listed as belonging  
                                                                                                  !to a fragment.   
              fraglist(pnunc)=neighbors(fraglist(pnumb),slot)        !If not, add the neighbor  
                                                                                                  !to the next open slot in                                 
                                                                                                  !fraglist 
              fragtag(neighbors(fraglist(pnumb),slot)) = fragnum  !Tag the neighbor as  
                                                                                                  !belonging to the current                                
                                                                                                  !fragment 
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              pnunc = pnunc + 1                      !Move to the next open slot so that the next                                      
                                                                  !particle can be placed there.    
             endif 
            endif        
           enddo 
           pnumb=pnumb + 1                        !Move to the next particle listed in fraglist 
           goto 200                                        !Go back and get all of its neighbors 
          endif 
          fragnum = fragnum + 1                  !If there are no more particles in fraglist, then                                     
                                                                 !this fragment is complete. Move to the next one. 
 300     enddo                                            
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c ***************Find the fragment's radial velocity**************************** 
c This is done by averaging the x,y,z velocities of all the particles belonging to a 
fragment 
c ********************************************************************** 
         do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
          fragvelx(pnum) = 0 
          fragvely(pnum) = 0 
          fragvelz(pnum) = 0 
          fragsize(pnum) = 0 
         enddo 
         do pnum = 1,partnum, 1 
          fragvelx(fragtag(pnum)) = fragvelx(fragtag(pnum))       
&                                 + xvel(pnum) 
          fragvely(fragtag(pnum)) = fragvely(fragtag(pnum))        
&                                 + yvel(pnum) 
          fragvelz(fragtag(pnum)) = fragvelz(fragtag(pnum)) 
&                                 + zvel(pnum) 
 
c Find the size of each fragment         
          fragsize(fragtag(pnum)) = fragsize(fragtag(pnum)) + 1  
         enddo 
         do pnum = 1, partnum,1 
          if (fragsize(pnum) > 0) then 
           fragvelx(pnum) =                                  !average velocity in x,y,z 
&          fragvelx(pnum)/fragsize(pnum)         
           fragvely(pnum) =  
&          fragvely(pnum)/fragsize(pnum)         
           fragvelz(pnum) =  
&          fragvelz(pnum)/fragsize(pnum)         
           fragvelr(pnum) = ((fragvelx(pnum))**2 
&                         +  (fragvely(pnum))**2  
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&                         +  (fragvelz(pnum))**2)**.5 
          endif              
         enddo 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c *********** Output the results to file.*************************************** 
c particlele positions after time evolution. 
      open (2,file='fragarray.csv',access='sequential',status='new')        
c fragment size, and velocity. 
      open (3,file='distribution.csv',access='sequential', status='new')           
c lists what particles belong to what fragment 
      open (4,file='fraglist.csv', access='sequential',status='new')        
 
      write (2,*) 'xpos,', 'ypos,', 'zpos,'    
      do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
         write (2,*) xpos(pnum), ',', ypos(pnum), ',', zpos(pnum),',', 
&                     pnum 
         write (3,*) pnum, ',', fragsize(pnum), ',', fragvelr(pnum) 
         write (4,*) fragtag(pnum) 
       enddo 
      end 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM USED TO CALCULATE CHARACTERISTIC  

AREA TO MASS DISTRIBUTIONS 
 

c Benjamin Noll 1/24/05 
c This program uses the information from fragments.for to generate the  
c characteristic length, Lc, and A/M ratio for each fragment.  
 
c ****************Variable Definitions************************************** 
       double precision xpos(0:50001)        !position in x 
       double precision ypos(0:50001)         !position in y 
       double precision zpos(0:50001)         !position in z 
       double precision fragvelr(0:50001)    !magnitude of fragment velocity  
       double precision fragsize(0:50001)    !size of a fragment 
       double precision mass(0:50001)         !particle mass 
       double precision fragmaxx(0:50001)  !defines fragment boundaries 
       double precision fragmaxy(0:50001)  !defines fragment boundaries 
       double precision fragmaxz(0:50001)  !defines fragment boundaries 
       double precision fragminx(0:50001)   !defines fragment boundaries 
       double precision fragminy(0:50001)   !defines fragment boundaries 
       double precision fragminz(0:50001)   !defines fragment boundaries 
       double precision Lc(0:50001)             !characteristic length  
                                                                    != average of length width and height 
       double precision AMratio(0:50001)    !fragment Area/Mass ratio 
       integer fragtag(0:50001)                      !fragment number for each particle 
       integer partnum                                    !number of particles in the fragmented object 
       integer pnum                                        !particle number 
       character*4 dummys                            !string used to read in and bypass the labels in  
                                                                    !the text files 
c *****************End Variable definitions********************************* 
 
c **************initialize the array of particle dimensions*********************** 
      partnum = 39304 
      do pnum = 1, partnum, 1 
           fragmaxx(pnum) = 0 
           fragmaxy(pnum) = 0 
           fragmaxz(pnum) = 0 
           fragminx(pnum) = 0 
           fragminy(pnum) = 0 
           fragminz(pnum) = 0 
           AMratio(pnum) = 0 
      enddo 
c *****************end initialization *************************************** 
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c ************read in all information from file ******************************** 
      open(1,file='fragarray.csv',access='sequential',status='old')  
      open(2,file='fraglist.csv',access='sequential',status='old') 
      open(3,file='distribution.csv',access='sequential',status='old') 
      open(4,file='LcAM.csv',access='sequential',status='new') 
 
      read (1,*) dummys,dummys,dummys 
      do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
       read (1,*) xpos(pnum), ypos(pnum), zpos(pnum)       
       read (2,*) fragtag(pnum) 
       read (3,*) dummys, fragsize(pnum), fragvelr(pnum) 
 
       mass(pnum) = 4.48d-23  !assign mass to each particle in grams. =26.981 g/mol 
 
c *****find the length,width, and height of each fragment ************************ 
       if (fragmaxx(fragtag(pnum)) == 0) then     !if the fragment does not have a max x,  
        fragmaxx(fragtag(pnum)) = xpos(pnum)   !then use the current particle's position 
       endif 
       if (fragmaxy(fragtag(pnum)) == 0) then     !if the fragment does not have a max y, 
        fragmaxy(fragtag(pnum)) = ypos(pnum)   !then use the current particle's position 
       endif 
       if (fragmaxz(fragtag(pnum)) == 0) then     !if the fragment does not have a max z,  
        fragmaxz(fragtag(pnum)) = zpos(pnum)   !then use the current particle's position 
       endif 
       if (fragminx(fragtag(pnum)) == 0) then     !if the fragment does not have a min x,  
        fragminx(fragtag(pnum)) = xpos(pnum)   !then use the current particle's position 
       endif 
       if (fragminy(fragtag(pnum)) == 0) then     !if the fragment does not have a min y,  
        fragminy(fragtag(pnum)) = ypos(pnum)   !then use the current particle's position 
       endif 
       if (fragminz(fragtag(pnum)) == 0) then     !if the fragment does not have a min z,  
        fragminz(fragtag(pnum)) = zpos(pnum)   !then use the current particle's position 
       endif 
 
       if (xpos(pnum) > fragmaxx(fragtag(pnum))) then  !is this the largest x? 
        fragmaxx(fragtag(pnum)) = xpos(pnum)               !if so, remember it.  
       endif 
       if (xpos(pnum) < fragminx(fragtag(pnum))) then  !is this the smallest x? 
        fragminx(fragtag(pnum)) = xpos(pnum)               !if so, remember it. 
       endif             
       if (ypos(pnum) > fragmaxy(fragtag(pnum))) then  !is this the largest y? 
        fragmaxy(fragtag(pnum)) = ypos(pnum)               !if so, remember it.  
       endif 
       if (ypos(pnum) < fragminy(fragtag(pnum))) then  !is this the smallest y? 
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        fragminy(fragtag(pnum)) = ypos(pnum)               !if so, remember it. 
       endif             
       if (zpos(pnum) > fragmaxz(fragtag(pnum))) then  !is this the largest z? 
        fragmaxz(fragtag(pnum)) = zpos(pnum)               !if so, remember it.  
       endif 
       if (zpos(pnum) < fragminz(fragtag(pnum))) then  !is this the smallest z? 
        fragminz(fragtag(pnum)) = zpos(pnum)               !if so, remember it. 
       endif                  
      enddo 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
c ********************************************************************** 
c the NASA standard breakup model of 1998 defines Lc, the characteristic size, 
c as the average of x,y,z.  This may not be the most accurate representation, 
c but it is the simplist. 
c The average cross sectional area is defined as ~.54Lc^2 (from N.L. Johnson) NASA's 
c New Breakup Model of Evolve 4.0) 
c ********************************************************************** 
 
       do pnum = 1,partnum,1 
        Lc(pnum) = (fragmaxx(pnum)-fragminx(pnum) 
&                     +  fragmaxy(pnum)-fragminy(pnum) 
&                     +  fragmaxz(pnum)-fragmaxz(pnum))/3 
       if (fragsize(pnum) > 0) then 
        AMratio(pnum) = (.54*Lc(pnum)*Lc(pnum))/ 
&                                  (fragsize(pnum)*mass(pnum)) 
       endif 
c      print *,AMratio(pnum) 
        write(4,*) pnum,',',Lc(pnum),',',AMratio(pnum), 
&                 ',', fragvelr(pnum) 
      enddo   
      
      end 
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